About Morgana Rae:
(MORGANA	
  RAE	
  is	
  the	
  international	
  #1	
  best	
  selling	
  author	
  

of	
  Financial	
  Alchemy:	
  Twelve	
  Months	
  of	
  Magic	
  and	
  
Manifestation.	
  A	
  sought	
  after	
  teacher,	
  speaker	
  and	
  
pioneer	
  in	
  personal	
  development	
  for	
  over	
  19	
  years,	
  she	
  is	
  
widely	
  regarded	
  to	
  be	
  the	
  world’s	
  leading	
  Relationship	
  
with	
  Money	
  coach.	
  Morgana’s	
  groundbreaking	
  program	
  for	
  
creating	
  wealth	
  has	
  featured	
  her	
  on	
  ABC-‐TV,	
  PBS,	
  NPR,	
  
CNN-‐RADIO,	
  FOX,	
  United	
  Press	
  International	
  and	
  The	
  Wall	
  
Street	
  Journal.	
  She	
  wrote	
  the	
  “Life	
  Magic”	
  column	
  for	
  a	
  national	
  women’s	
  magazine,	
  and	
  
was	
  named	
  a	
  Top	
  Woman	
  In	
  E-‐commerce	
  by	
  WE	
  Magazine	
  in	
  2012.	
  Morgana’s	
  books,	
  
recordings,	
  magazine	
  articles,	
  and	
  clasess	
  have	
  impacted	
  the	
  lives	
  of	
  hundreds	
  of	
  
thousands	
  of	
  people	
  worldwide.	
  Morgana	
  writes,	
  speaks,	
  and	
  coaches	
  from	
  a	
  desire	
  to	
  
empower	
  idealistic	
  entrepreneurs,	
  coaches,	
  authors	
  and	
  artists	
  to	
  have	
  a	
  big	
  impact	
  in	
  the	
  
world…	
  and	
  to	
  heal	
  the	
  rift	
  between	
  heart,	
  spirit,	
  and	
  
money.	
  

Contact:
Email: wecare@morganarae.com
Phone: 310 657-5340
Media page: http://morganaraemedia.com

Popular Topics

Proven Steps to Make Money Fall In Love With You
Does Money love you? Or is your relationship with money a mess?
International wealth coach Morgana Rae walks you through 6
time-tested steps to turn your personal Money Monster of scarcity into a
Money Honey of abundance.
"Your financial situation reflects your inner Relationship with Money,"
says Rae. "If you don’t like your finances, something has to change in
that relationship," and Rae shows how to jumpstart that transformation.
I’ve had people report that within hours of hearing my talk, they’ve
received unexpected money - tens of thousands of dollars or more." *
Morgana will quickly show you how to
• Uncover your hidden blocks to abundance
• Abolish your financial anxiety
• Change your relationship with Money Monster into your "Money Honey"
• Know your next best steps for making money any time.
You’ll leave this life-changing talk with a totally new attitude toward money,
ready to take a quantum leap toward creating the wealth you desire.

PBS Interview: http://youtu.be/NCzVrmJ2Etc

*Check out www.alchemysuccess.com for client case studies.

How to Save Money by Following in the Footsteps of
George Clooney, Kim Kardashian, and Angelina Jolie by
having a Fairy Tale Destination Wedding!
The average American wedding costs over $30,000 — not including
the honeymoon!
A recent study by professors at Emory University found that couples
who spend less on their wedding tend to have longer-lasting marriages
than those who splurge.
Morgana Rae, author of The Forever Bride: Life & Love Lessons from
My First 11 Weddings, says, “If you want a great cheap wedding, have
it in a foreign country or in Vegas — and make it like a fairytale.”
Here are 3 ways a destination wedding can save you money:
1) Smaller size wedding
2) Hotel packages
3) Combine the wedding & honeymoon

Morgana’s LOVE Formula
Local culture – novelty creates lifetime memories
Open minded -- expect the unexpected
Vows – the primary central focus. Renew your vows many
times.
Experiences & Adventures -- bring you closer, new
experiences keep love alive
COSTUME: Morgana will wear a wedding dress & veil

EXCLUSIVE B-ROLL footage of our
first 11 weddings in castles, bridges,
the Vatican

PROP: Rescue Dog - According to a survey by
Christian Mingle & JDate.com 21% of people value
their pet’s opinion on choosing who they marry.

How To Be A Money Goddess
For female entrepreneurs who want to make (and save) six or seven figures with ease,
grace, and feminine energy. Morgana Rae walks you through the 7 Goddess Qualities of
money attraction--love, pleasure, clarity, confidence, respect, play, and empathy--to create a
natural, feminine model for success.
Here are Three Big Signs you need a Money Goddess Makeover:
• You experience the energy drain of the "Athena Overwhelm Syndrome."
• Your "Wounded Aphrodite" responds with compulsive eating and spending.
• In "Persephone's Tailspin" you don't fully realize your personal value.
Women are motivated differently than men, and we blame ourselves when someone else’s
model doesn’t work in our lives. There IS another way! If you have felt crushed and exhausted
by the pursuit of money… or you undercharge or are underpaid, and you flinch when stating
your fee… and you want to LOVE every part of yourself, and take the limits off of what you feel
you deserve, it’s time to unleash your inner Money Goddess!
Props: a shield and sword for Athena, chocolates for Aphrodite, a crown for Persephone
Costume: Balinese traditional women’s clothing

	
  

Selected Radio & Television:	
  
Morgana Rae has appeared on over 250 different radio programs in the last five years and on average does
one radio show per week. Morgana has appeared on ABC, CBS, FOX, PBS-TV, and has booked
upcoming appearances on WMAQ-NBC Chicago, KPNX-NBC Phoenix, FOX 5 San Diego,
WTIC-FOXCT in Hartford, KETV-CW Phoenix, KETV-CW San Diego, KVVU-FOX Las Vegas,
KGUN-ABC Tucson, KOB-NBC Albuquerque, KOLO-ABC Reno, and KASA-FOX
Albuquerque.
Some selected radio shows include: The Joey Reynolds Show on the WOR New York, (National
Syndication), Afternoon Advice on Playboy Sirius Radio (National Syndication), Man-cow
Radio (National), The Dr. Pat Show (National Syndication), “The Aware Show” with Lisa Garr,
(KPFK 90.7 FM Los Angeles Public Radio), “Power Talk with Pavitra,” (WBNW AM Radio
1120), “Conversations with Patricia,” (WPRO FM, Rhode Island) “Just Relationships,” (WHPC
FM New York City), ‘X’ ZONE Radio with Rob McConnell (Nationally Syndicated),
Masterpiece Radio, 93.3 FM CFMU in (Toronto, Canada), “Seeing Beyond”(KEST 1450 AM
Radio, San Francisco), KKNW Conscious Talk Radio 1150 AM (Seattle), KSFR 90.7 FM with
Carly Newfeld, Santa Fe Public Radio
Morgana Rae has been interviewed and/or has appeared in 100’s of worldwide publications including:
Yahoo Finance, Wall Street Journal online, Los Angeles Times, United Press International,
Sacramento Bee, WE Magazine, Beverly Hills Courier, LA City Beat Newspaper, Entrepreneur
Magazine, Film Print Magazine, Personal Excellence Magazine, Savvy Women Magazine,
Business Heroine Magazine, Awareness Magazine, The Smith College Alumni Quarterly,
National Networker, Millionaire Lifestyle, Creations Magazine, Choice Magazine and many
more.

Books
New: “The Forever Bride: Life and Love Lessons From My First 11 Weddings” Spring 2015
“Ready, Aim, Inspire!” International #1 best seller April 2014
“Financial Alchemy-Twelve Months of Magic & Manifestation.” #1 best seller in USA (ALL categories),
Canada, UK, and Germany, #2 in France, #3 in Italy… January 2013
“The Heart of a Woman in the Workplace”– Sparkle Press. June 2008
“From Employee to Entrepreneur: The Fastest Way to Quit Your Job and Start Your Own Wildly
Successful Business” – Co-Author. 2007
“Get Rich-The Woman’s E-Guide To Creating Wealth.” - WECAI - Co-Author. 2006
“Inspiration To Realization” - Love Your Life - Co-Author. 2004 (Entrepreneur Magazine 'summer's best
bets for women')

Morgana Rae has participated in hundreds of live events and tele-seminars throughout the world. She
currently conducts workshops, seminars and keynote address at international and domestic conferences,
expos and seminars.

Selected Public Speaking
“Financial Alchemy: Proven Steps to Becoming a Money Magnet”
The 10th Annual Women’s International Networking Conference
Oslo, Norway
“Financial Alchemy: Proven Steps to Becoming a Money Magnet”
The New Living Expo, San Francisco, CA
“How To Create A New Relationship with Money”
The Conscious Living Expo, Los Angeles, CA
“A New Year of Magic and Manifestation”
Five Day Baja Mexico “Elation-ship” Cruise
“Proven Steps To Be A Money Magnet”
Inside Edge, Irvine, CA
“Financial Alchemy: Proven Steps to Becoming a Money Magnet”
The BIL Un-conference (spin-off of the TED Conference), Long Beach, CA
“How To Make Money Fall In Love With You”
Bill Baren’s Big Shift Experience, San Francisco, CA
“Financial Alchemy: Proven Steps to Becoming a Money Magnet”
The Learning Light Foundation, Anaheim, CA
“Create the Year of Your Dreams”.
SCORE Counselors to America’s Small Business, San Diego
“How To Create A New Relationship with Money”
The 10th Annual International Coaches Federation Conference,
San Jose, CA
“The Financial Alchemy Program: How to Coach Your Clients’ Relationship with Money”
International Coach Federation, Los Angeles Chapter
“Financial Alchemy: Proven Steps to Becoming a Money Magnet”
Women In Film, Los Angeles, CA
“The Financial Alchemy Program: Proven Steps to Becoming a Money Magnet”
The Learning Annex New York City
“The Secrets of Magic and Manifestation”
Accomplishment Coaching School, San Diego, CA
“The Financial Alchemy Program: How to Coach Your Clients’ Relationship with Money”
San Diego Professional Coaches Association
“The Secrets of Magic and Manifestation”
East West Books, Mountain View, CA

“The Secrets of Magic and Manifestation”
East West Books, Seattle, WA
“The Law of Money Attraction”
Coaches Training Institute (CTI), San Rafael, CA
“The Financial Alchemy Program for Women In Business”
For You Women’s Network, Moreno Valley Chapter
“The Financial Alchemy Program: Proven Steps to Becoming a Money Magnet”
For You Network, Santa Monica, CA
“Financial Alchemy: Proven Steps to Becoming a Money Magnet”
University of Masters
“How To Be A Money Goddess”
The Feminine Shift, hosted by Shanda Sumpter and Maria Andros

What people are saying about Morgana Rae…
“I got more from Morgana’s 45 minutes speech than three days at T Harv Eker’s Millionaire
Mind Intensive.”
– Jim Hague, CEO Truth Seeking Souls, Inc.
"Morgana Rae's D.I.Y. attitude and teachings open the mind and wallet to limitless possibilities!
Punk Rock!"
-- George Tabb, 2010 Maximum Rock & Roll
New York Press | Punk Magazine
Morgana has such an important message to help people live the lives they deserve to live. I am
honored to have her on the show.
-- Dr. Pat Bacilli “The Dr. Pat Show”
"I've interviewed thousands of people over the last 12 years and yours was one of the best and
certainly one of the funnest!"
-- Carly Newfeld, Goddess Radio on KSFR 90.7 FM
Santa Fe Public Radio

"Thank you so much for being on Magick Mind! Your information, style and grace just totally
'wowed' me (understatement)! I enjoyed our conversation immensely. Thank you from the
bottom of my heart & soul for providing this priceless information."
-- Julia Cole, Magick Mind Radio, Seattle

“Money elude you? One hour with Morgana Rae and $3000 magically appeared on my door
step….No kidding!”
─ Catherine Behan, San Diego, CA

“You are truly tapping into something unmistakable at a level that I’ve never heard any other
financial coach reach. You are being it!”
─ Athena Murphy, San Diego, CA

“Sales have doubled by 50% and growing ─ I’m talking about a 30 day period!! Morgana, you
are absolutely magical. Thank you from the bottom of my heart. I feel so energized every day,
and this is only the start!”
─ L. Van Eckeldt, Holland

"Major thanks for your program. It allowed me to take the past year off without financial
worries. Giving me plenty of time to decide what I wanted to do with my life."
--Ann Rusnak, Ohio

"Over $20,000 has come to me in different, unexpected ways outside my regular income since I
have been using the Financial Alchemy method. The experience has given me the confidence to
move ahead on a major life dream of mine."
--Katie Curtin, Mexico

"Last week both my husband and I commented that everything was so effortless that it was
almost like I wasn’t working – but when I added up the income I had an extremely successful
week – I actually added up the numbers a few times because I could hardly believe it! But now I
am a believer!"
-- Sarah Angelli

"Interestingly...within 48 hours of doing the exercise I received calls for 3 freelance jobs which
collectively brought in more than $3000." major life dream of mine."
--Erin McReynolds, New York City
“Wonderful call with Morgana, I listened to it 3 times and then saw my money monster, really
uncovered some stuff I had no idea I was holding onto, and then I killed him up close and
personal. I met my “Money Honey” and oh boy is he a sweetheart. This really moved me
forward. Thank you.”
– Cynthia Curry, Tacoma, WA

“Thank you! Some of the best I’ve ever heard about money. I’m still crying. Thank you again!”
-- Johanna Kleven

What If You Could RAPIDLY, RADICALLY, and PERMANENTLY
Change your Relationship with Money Today? What Would That Be
Worth to You?
LOS ANGELES, April 2, 2013 -- Tax time, budget cuts, and the coming of spring have people
scrambling for paperwork, cheering or jeering at their TV sets, and swapping out snow shoes for
flip flops. Morgana Rae -- international Amazon #1 best-selling author of Financial Alchemy:
Create a New Relationship with Money -- believes it is time to heal the issue that has people
most agitated of all.
"Our flawed relationship with money is the source of what is ailing us. It's time to stop money
madness, slay money monsters, and start a better relationship with money," said Rae, owner of
Charmed Life Coaching in Los Angeles.
Our relationship with money is as real and dynamic as a relationship with a human being," said
Rae, who is known by millions of radio listeners as the world's leading relationship with
money coach. She believes that our individual connections with money must improve for true
and lasting economic recovery to take root to grow. Hidden beliefs cause us to unconsciously
repel and protect ourselves from money, and that needs to change.
"When you can imagine your money as a real, flesh and blood person, worthy of your deepest
admiration, you embark on an amazing, love-at-first-sight affair of the heart," Rae says.
"And, it's like any other relationship. It comes where it's invited and appreciated. It rarely comes
when it's chased," she adds.
Rae offers these tips to guide people to turn over a new leaf with their money relationship now.
•

•

•

•

Deal with the money monster that is already there. People think they want money.
Money is the #1 excuse for everything we can't do, have, or be. It's the dream killer.
Issues around healthcare, social security, and infrastructure have us running scared. My
advice? Get honest with your current relationship with money. You can't have more of
something that you fear or despise. Separate negative feelings from positive desires.
Transform your "Money Monster" into Your "Money Honey." Talk to money as if it
were a person you love, trust, and admire instead of someone you hate, distrust, or fear.
Imagine asking money for advice. Don't let people owe you money. Don't undercharge.
Don't ignore your money. Don't hang out with complainers, crooks, gamblers, and people
who are irresponsible with money… or make you feel bad for making money.
Turn over a new leaf on money. Create a healthy, vibrant relationship with money.
Cultivate feelings of partnership and appreciation. Charge what you deserve, and work
with people who value you. Pay your debts and act with honor. When you do, you feel
better, and you show up well as you move through life.
Treat money with trust, admiration and respect, and find new respect for yourself
as you do. It's amazing what you can accomplish when you find courage, and
resourcefulness to conquer your money challenges and the generosity to give to others.

About Financial Alchemist and #1 Amazon Best-Selling Author Morgana Rae:

Known by millions of radio listeners as the world's leading relationship with money coach,
Morgana Rae is the international #1 Amazon best-selling author of Financial Alchemy: Twelve
Months of Magic and Manifestation. She guides idealistic entrepreneurs, artists, healers and
humanitarians to thrive in their purpose, attract more than they chase, and make things happen
with ease, flow and synchronicity. She believes that healing the rift between heart, spirit, and
money releases the upside potential for people to make a big impact in the world through their
gifts.
A sought-after teacher, speaker and pioneer in personal development, Rae's financial alchemy
books, CDs, magazine articles, and classes have impacted the lives of hundreds of thousands of
people worldwide. Morgana's groundbreaking program for creating wealth has earned online
media attention from ABC-TV, PBS, NPR, CNN Radio, Fox News Radio, United Press
International and The Wall Street Journal. She's taught classes and given keynotes from New
York City to Norway, Baja California to Bali. Rae's fans call her the "Money Magnet Queen"
because of the many documented stories of clients manifesting unexpected income of hundreds,
thousands, tens of thousands of dollars, within hours of changing their relationship with
money. Morgana Rae welcomes media interviews, quantity purchases of her books, and
invitations to speak. Reach her at email or 310-657-5340. She offers free access to a video
series to learn how to be irresistible to money.

